
4-th Turkish Mathematical Olympiad 1996/97

Second Round

First Day – December 6, 1996

1. Let (An)
∞
n=1 and (an)

∞
n=1 be sequences of positive integers. Assume that for

each positive integerx, there is a unique positive integerN and a uniqueN-tuple
(x1,x2, . . . ,xN) such that

0≤ xk ≤ ak for k = 1,2, . . . ,N, xN 6= 0, and x =
N

∑
k=1

xkAk.

(a) Prove thatAk = 1 for somek;

(b) Prove thatAk = A j if and only if k = j;

(c) Prove that ifAk ≤ A j , thenAk | A j .

2. Let ABCDbe a square of side length 2, and letM andN be points on the sides
AB andCD respectively. The linesCM andBN meet atP, while the linesAN
andDM meet atQ. Prove thatPQ≥ 1.

3. Letn integers on the real axis be colored. Determine for which positive integers
k there exists a familyK of closed intervals with the following properties:

(i) The union of the intervals inK contains all the colored points;

(ii) Any two distinct intervals inK are disjoint;

(iii) For each intervalI in K we haveaI = kbI , whereaI denotes the number
of integers inI , andbI the number of colored integers inI .

Second Day – December 7, 1996

4. A circle is tangent to the sidesAD,DC,CB of a convex quadrilateralABCD at
K,L,M, respectively. A linel , passing throughL and parallel toAD, meetsKM
at N andKC at P. Prove thatPL = PN.

5. Prove that
n−1

∏
k=0

(2n−2k) is divisible byn! for all positive integersn.

6. Show that there is no functionf : R
+ → R

+ such that

f (x+y) > f (x)(1+y f(x)) for all x,y > 0.
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